
With our extensive experience in every industrial sector and
constantly growing expertise, we set out to conquer new 
challenges every day.

Whether your project is on an extra-small or extra-large scale, 
whether it’s specialized or unique, we can find a solution 
that’s a perfect fit. Because here at SCHOLPP, our maxim is: 
effectiveness and cost-effectiveness.

Pick and choose the services you need from our modular system. 
You can use SCHOLPP to provide one-off specialist services, or as 
a general contractor with overall responsibility for a large-scale 
project.

Experts in whatever 
you need.

SCHOLPP Services

SCHOLPP Group • +49 (0)1805-75 85 99 • info@scholpp.de • www.scholpp.com
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At hand 
where you need us.

The SCHOLPP Group is the leading provider of global relocation 
and installation services for industrial systems.

Our numbers speak for themselves:

•  Our 1,000 employees have carried out
around 20,000 installations
in 50 countries and counting

•  Our pool of lifting
equipment is valued at
over 20 million euros

•  We have 21 locations:
16 in Germany and
5 in major international
economic centers

Find out more at: 
www.scholpp.com

International locations:
Paris, France 
Barcelona, Spain
Oderzo, Italy
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Shanghai, China

SCHOLPP Group

SCHOLPP Modules

• Planning
• Dismantling
• Transport logistics
• Move-in
• Installation
• Electronics
• Commissioning
• Servicing
• Engineering
• Safety
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We keep
industry
moving.

We keep
industry
moving.



Any machine, 
anywhere. 

We carefully dismantle your systems, transport them to their new 
locations and reassemble them with expert precision.

If you need to relocate an entire production facility, we can provide 
a comprehensive range of technical equipment, specialist staff 
and our decades of experience in complex logistics processes – 
and we can even work while production is still running.

•  Customized service packages: 
Consulting, dismantling, transport logistics, installation,  
commissioning and production readiness

•  Flexible machine upkeep: 
Comprehensive servicing and maintenance of machines  
and systems

•  Experienced specialists: 
Teams of mechanics, machine fitters, mechatronics engineers, 
electricians, electronic technicians and electrical engineers,  
all specially trained on your machines and sectors

•  Global service: 
Worldwide logistics, including customs duties  
and other formalities

You plan your production line. We plan your relocation.

Worldwide industrial installation, machine transport 
and plant relocation services

Our formula for keeping your 
presses at peak performance.

PTC PressEngineering in Oberhausen is your first port of call if 
you want to maintain or enhance the performance of your metal  
processing presses. 

With targeted modifications, we can often improve the  
performance of existing plant to up to 85 % of that of a brand-new 
press – but at a cost of around 30 % of the new purchase price. 

•  Cross-sector expertise:
 Press checks and press repairs, from engineering to installation

•  Longer machine life cycles:
  Press modernization, performance upgrades and automation  

to tight time frames

•  Fast reaction times: 
Manufacturer-independent replacement parts, repairs  
and servicing for all machine types to the most rigorous 

 quality standards

•  Highest safety standards: 
Press safety and CE certification

•  Flexible assembly lines: 
Electrical and mechanical automation, modifications and  
retrofitting of machines and production lines

•  New controls for greater efficiency: 
Programming and installation, including visualizations

PTC PressEngineering – Your press specialist.

Press engineering, modernization 
and optimization

Clean systems, 
smooth processes.

At the heart of any successful value creation chain lies efficient 
equipment. As specialists in DIN 31051-standard technical cleaning 
and maintenance services for complete industrial systems,  
SCHOLPP helps you achieve continuous modernization and  
efficient production. 

We take a comprehensive approach to process optimization: from 
machine functionality and improving your technical infrastructure 
to training your teams. Our focus is always ensuring 100 percent  
uptime for your plant.

•  Increased productivity: 
Integrated maintenance concepts, ensuring system availability

•  Greater precision: 
Preventative maintenance in line with the latest  
engineering standards

•  Lower investment costs: 
Continuous modernization instead of expensive  
outlay on new plant

•  Reduced operating costs: 
Qualified maintenance of supply equipment

•  Clean production: 
Technical cleaning services for highly complex systems

SCHOLPP services – The key to higher efficiency.

Technical cleaning and  
maintenance to DIN 31051

Thinking ahead to achieve 100 
percent equipment availability.

Plastic products are firmly established in growth markets 
around the world. Our hugely experienced employees know  
plastics processing machines inside and out. As a well-respected  
partner of the plastics industry, SCHOLPP maintains more than 600  
machines in Germany and around 220 systems worldwide.

•  Optimized production, right from the start: 
Commissioning new installations, relocations or  
production optimizations

•  Efficient processes: 
Optimization of manufacturing equipment for  
technically complex products

•  Flexible production: 
Dismantling, transport logistics and reassembly,  
right through to commissioning and production readiness

•  High machine availability: 
Preventative maintenance and servicing of injection  
molding machines throughout the entire life cycle

•  Just-in-time resources: 
Servicing, repairs and supplies of replacement parts

We keep your production line flexible.

Maintenance, repairs and replacement parts  
for injection molding machines

NEW NEW NEW


